The Justice in Southeast Asia Lab (JSEALab) is calling for submissions to Justice in Translation, a web publication series that publishes short-to-medium length translation [up to 10,000 words] from Southeast Asian languages to English. Possibilities include laws, court decisions, essays, short stories, poems, protest declarations, etc. — any piece that a given translator would like to share with a broad, English-reading audience. Translators should provide a short [500-1000 words] introduction to their translation elaborating its context and significance. Accepted and published translations will receive a small honorarium.

Questions and Submissions: jsealab@wisc.edu

Archive of published translations:

The JSEALab is part of a five-year initiative on Social Justice in Southeast Asia at the University of Wisconsin–Madison generously funded by the Henry Luce Foundation and located in the Center for Southeast Asian Studies and the Human Rights Program. A combination of intensive exchange between faculty and graduate students and public-facing events that aim to foster significant collaboration between academics and practitioners, the JSEALab reflects both the recognition that a growing number of MA and PhDs in Southeast Asian Studies are choosing to pursue professional careers outside the university and that there is a need for academic work to be directly responsive to ongoing social justice crises in the region. Stay tuned for upcoming activities!